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We can provide the EAPA2101B certification training and valid
best questions for you, and guarantee you can pass exam 100%
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EAPA2101B Questions your money because we have built a good
reputation in IT examination education.
Our EAPA2101B exam question has been widely praised by all of
our customers in many countries and our company has become the
leader in this field, If you buy the EAPA2101B test prep from
our company, we can assure to you that you will Latest
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efficiency.
And our EAPA2101B study materials are warmly praised and
welcomed by the customers all over the world, If you have
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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D

C
B
D
A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement about synchronous and asynchronous API calls is
true?
A. Asynchronous communication uses more overhead for client
authentication.
B. Synchronous API calls wait to return until a response has
been received.
C. Synchronous communication is harder to follow and
troubleshoot
D. Synchronous API calls must always use a proxy server
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B

C
D
B
A

NEW QUESTION: 4
According to the API resource pictured above, there are three
possible HTTP Return Codes: 400, 404, 200.
What is one way to set a HTTP Return code as 400 using ESQL?
A. SET OutputLocalEnvironment.Destination.HTTP.ReplyStatusCode
= 400;
B. SET OutputLocalEnvironment.ReplyStatusCode = 400;
C. SET OutputLocalEnvironment.REST.Reply.Transport.HTTP = 400;
D. SET OutputLocalEnvironment.Reply.Transport.HTTP = 400;
Answer: A
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